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Year's Second Happening
To Deal With "Success'"

Comingto BI [
March 22 - Panel and Discussion with Theresa Jean, CS 218,
4:15 - 6:30, sponsored by Psychology Club and Psychology Department.
March 23 - Faculty Colloquim,
Mrs. Martha Ballinger speaks on
Carlo
Progress:
"The Puppet's
Collodi Considered," Alumni Lounge, 1:00.
March 23 - March 30 - Holy
Week Services, Daily Mass in Adams Library.
on
"Happening"
March 28 success, Mann Auditorium, 1:00.
March 28 - Music Recital with
Mr. Currier, Mr. Boberg, and Mr.
Toro, Little Theater, 1:00.
Julius
Lecture,
March 29 Scott, "Civil Rights and Poverty."
Coffee House, 3 :00.
March 30, 31 - April 1 - Dance
Concert, Roberts Auditorium, 8:30.

FREEDOM

ick up a starving
'llim prosperite you.
al differand ·a
Twain

OF EXPRESSIO
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The Rhode I s l a n d College
Chaplaincy Program will present
its second happening of the year
on Tuesday, March 28th at Mann
Auditorium when the topic "Success" will be treated. Following in
the footsteps of its• predecessor,
the "Lo:ve" happening, this event
will also be an attempt to point
out and possibly redefine the contemporary meanings of the word
success. If one should query "What
does success have to do with religion and the Chaplaincy Program?'' Prof. Paul Wiggin, the
producer-director of the presentation, would answer that success, as
to material
well as pertaining
achievement, extends to all phases
of a person's life and that this is
a question of paramount importance to college students. If a
doubt still remains in the mind of
the reader, then his alternative is
to prei,;ent himself at Mann Auditorium next Tuesday.
Contrary to what is stated in the
schedule for the Chaplaincy Program, this happening will be written solely by Prof. Wiggin of RIC's
Speech Department. In the Love
happening, he collaborated with
two other academicians, but this
one will be a solo endeavor. With
one happening under his belt, and
with a scholastic background in
English, Music and Speech, he
hopes his script will be as powerful
a presentation as the former one
was.
The idea of having a script for
presenting a happening, to some,
is saying that it's not a happening
at all; indeed, it has been said that
a happening is merely an experience, nothing more or nothing less.
Experience alone, however, is not
what Prof. Wiggin and the Chaplains want - it is "meaning." Just
to have a conglomeration of sights
.and sounds is not their intent, and
it is a fact that everything which
occurs in the happening is calculated to contribute to a totality of
meaning and irl this case it is
"Success." Hence, the happening
form is actually what is being used
and thus the prefix "Planned"

ou

should be ascribed to signify that
the content does have a specific intention.
The "Success" happening will be
to the first
similar in format
o_ne, being in four parts and employing audio-vi-sual medias in the
presentation. However, there will
be more emphasis on vocal communication and hence will be more
akin to a conventional play. Another differentiating factor is that
will
more audience participation
be involved, and in so doing,
heightens the effect of the presentation.
In regards to pure student reaction, the "Love" happening was
a success, and now the question is,
can Mr. Wiggin and his crew make
a success of "Success"?

and Mary
Sha.ron Fennessey
Jane McGrath, two of the dancers who will partic:lpate in
"Water Study" production next
weekend in Roberts Hall.

Jeanette DeRoy Wi~:atl>right
Fellowship, To Study In France
The Senior Class became the
first class in Rhode Island Colleges i?-istory to win two major
fellowships with the announcement
this past week of the awarding
Fellowship
of a Fulbright-Hays
to Jeanette R. De Roy to study
French Literature at the University of Rennes, France.
program is
The Fulbright-Hays
desig?ied to give q·ualified Americans a chance to study abroad for
a year. The gr.ant includes tuition,
traveling expenses, and a maintenance allowance. In Jeanette's case,
the grant includes an allowance of
6300 Francs (about 1200 dollars)
for her nine-month stay in France,
and a cruise to Europe on the SS
France beginning September 15
from New York. When she reaches
France, she will spend 12 days in
period.
Paris for an orientation
in Rennes
Her accommodations
are not known yet but could possibly be in a French household.
This trip to France will be
second one and this
Jeanette's
time she will be traveling to the
region of her ancestors. She hopes
to discover how the· "real" French
live and would enjoy accommodations in a private household.
While at RIC Miss DeRoy
counselor
has been a student
for two years, a member of the
Fencing Club, the Newman Club,
. and the Modern Language Club,
and is this year's Social Chairman
for Kappa Delta Pi, the education
Honor Society which she entered
in her Junior year. On the academic side, she will graduate cum
laude, probably, and will ·have
honors in French.

Jeanette

Debate Club To Sponsor
Public Speaking Contest
The diversified program of activities already sponsored ·by the
Rhode Island College Debate Club
will be expanded to include a Public Speaking Contest on April 27.
On that day any R.I.C. student
who wishes to compete will present a five to seven minute
topic he
speech on whatever
chooses, and should his talk be adjudged the best a cash prize of

Sen. Pell Is Cap And Gown Day Speaker
U.S. Sen. Claiborne Pell, D-R.I.,
will give the annual cap-and-gown

day address at Rhode Island Col-lege on May 5, Acting President
Dr. Charles B. Willard announced today.
The convocation officially opens
at
season
commencement
the
Rhode Island College, and is the
first event at which the seniors
wear· their academic/ caps and
gowns. More than 350 seniors are
expected to participate in anticion
pation of their graduation
June 10.
Scheduled for 1 p.m. in the auditorium of Roberts Hall, the convocation will be preceded by the
traditional academic procession of
faculty and seniors in their academic regalia.
will confer an
Dr. Willard
honorary doctor of laws degree on
Sena tor Pell.
The first unendorsed candidate
to win a statewide primary election, Senator Pell was elected . to
the Senate in 1960 and was reelected last year. He is a member
of the Labor and Public Welfare,
Foreign Relations, and Rules Comof the Senate, and is
mittees
chairman of several of their sub-

_

Senator

Claiborne Pell

committees.
Senator Pell has been particularly intere/ited in the problems of
legislation' to
youth, introducing
expand and improve the quality
and extent of education, and has
been active in such federal prog-

R. DeRoy

rams as Manpower Development
and Training, Area Redevelopment
Economic Opportunity, and Economic Development. He also has
has been involved in developing
legislation for high-speed rail transportation and sea-grant colleges.

$25.00 will be awarded. A handsome trophy also will go to the
first place winner.
Prizes will not be limited to solely the top speaker, however. Tromore
phies and correspondingly
modest cash awards will also go
to the second, third and fourth
the
Moreover,
prize winners.
speaker chosen as the most accomplished by the audience on
hand will receive a bonus cash
award.
Three public speaking judges
will decide the winner of the
Speaking Contest proper, and any
in competing
student interested
Philip
should contact Professor
Joyce,in Mann 318E prior to April
1.
The Public Speaking Contest
comes close on_ the heels of a recent and encouraging trip by two
of the Debate Club's most polished
participants to the New Jersey and
Washington, D. C. areas.
Early in March, Norman Langevin and Peter Peloquin journeyed
south to take on the cream of the
depating crop at such reputable institutions at Rutgers and American Universities. During the six
school trip, Langevin and Peloquin
managed to split six matches, and
an impressive victory over the preRutgers team
viously unbeaten
doubtless has been the highlight of
the season to date.
In addition to the Public Speaking Contest and a regularly scheduled qebate against Suffolk University Law School on April 18,
the Debate Club is.in the midst of
forming a College Bowl quiz team
which is due to meet a very able
Norfolk (Mass.) Prison squad bn
April 15.
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EDITORIALS
A Veiled Controversy At R. I. S. D.
Amidst the recent clamor in Rhode Island educational circles concerning the·
proposal of Dr. Francis H. Horn to merge
Rhode Island College and the University
of Rhode Island, an entirely unrelated
though significant development at the
Rhode Island School of Design has gone
practically unnoticed. For during the height
of the merger controversy - on March 6
to be exact - no fewer than thirteen
R.I.S.D. students were dismissed from that
institution's roles.

missal, -"you have developed patterns of
behavior and performance which are not
consistent with the standards and regulations of this college.'; But both the students
and their parents have been denied access
to the specific offenses which resulted in
the college taking the stern action that it
did.

~n the case of the students themselves,
of course, it could all be a big act. A
modern day college simply does not decide
to expel thirteen of its undergraduates unThree weeks later, there still seems to - less the evidence against them is overwhelming. Yet perhaps R.I.S.D. officials
be a great deal of doubt concerning why
those students were dismissed. Indeed, un- fail to realize that the repercussions of
their decision transcend the thirteen intil a joint letter to the Providence Journal
from two members of the American Civil dividuals most directly effected. Their parents, for instance, have every right to know
Liberties Union appeared in the Journal
specific charges since they probably
the
last Sunday, even the fact that the dis_the tuition bill and presumably
footing
are
dismissals took place at all was far from
with the on camplJS ·actions
unfamiliar
are
common knowledge throughout the state.
of their son or daughter.
The unmistakable air of secrecy which
Should the offenses be extremely desurrounds the whole situation evidently
it co.uld be that the Rhode Island
famatory,
adR.I.S.D.
the
of
stems from the failure
is actually doing the stuDesign
of
School
even
specify
to
hierarchy
ministrative
since both the students
but
favor,
a
dents
told
are
we
students,
concerned
the
to
and their parents seem intent upon knowthe reason for their expulsion. The students
were told in letters announcing their dis- ing, R.I.S.D. should answer their demands.

Federal Government Should
Investigate Garrison's Claims
Everyone loves to read a good mystery
story filled with murders, suspicious suicides, _and conspiracies. But now the afficianado of- this genre has only to listen to
the news reports to receive his titilation.
Once again, the Warren report is being
assaulted on the most essential point of all,
whether or not there was a conspiracy in
the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy.
This time the attack is coming from the
office of the District Attorney of New Orleans, Lousiana. As early as Feb. 18, DisJim Garrison promised
trict Attorney
arrests in the case. On Feb. 23, he told the
world he had solved the case. This past
week, he convinced a judge that Mr. Clay
L: Shaw should go on trial for his alleged
part in the conspiracy.
The case has included all the preliminary fireworks needed. First, Mr. David W.
Ferrie died in what was judged as a suicide.
Then, a drug-addicted Perry Russo told of
a meeting between Oswald, Ferrie, and
Shaw. Now we are all wating for the next
installmellt,
There are many disturbing factors in
this entire assassination puzzle. The Warren

Report has been attacked from all sides and
even the venerable status of its framers is
no longer sufficient to protect it. Many
people are convinced that evidence has, to
say th1; least, been overlooked.
We feel that the trial in New Orleans
should prove an important milestone in the
history of the Warren Report and of the
Kennedy Assassination. If Mr. Garrison has
uncovered some new evidence, than this
New Orleans show could deliver the final
death blow to the beleaguered no-conspiracy view of the Warren Report. If nothing
comes from this investigation by Mr. Garrison, then the ridicule and scorn that will
envelop Mr. Garrison will also surround
all those who attack the report, but the
doubt of the report will still remain.
We hope that the Federal Government
will use this opportunity to re-examine its
own stand on the assassination and to try
to clear up the mystery surrounding Kennedy's death. It is time for the Federal
Government to investigate aj.l the leads
that have been suggested by the critics of
the Report and to prove them false if it
can. We the people deserve to have our
doubts cleared up.

'WELL,SPEAKOF,H

1

Letters

to the

1

DEVIL-''

Editor

Dear Editor:

Dear Editor:

Will the proposed R.I.C.-U.R.I.
merger result in a better policy
concerning class cancellations during inclement weather? If so, the
merger may have the approval of
many commuters who would prefer not to come ten or fifteen
miles through ten and one half
inches of snow to attend classes
or, worse still, to be told after
arriving that classes will not meet.
Somebody get on the stick!
(Central
Beauregard
Carol
Falls)
Bob Venticinque (Cranston)
Mary Mousseau (Burrillville)
Sharyn O'Leary (Greenville)
Cy Romano (Slatersville)
James E. Wade (Pawtucket)
Frances A. D' Angelo (Smithfield)
Lucille Miragliuolo (No. 1 Providence)
Barbara Ballirano (Johnston)
Robert Bushell (Warwick)
John Sanders (E. Providence)
Charlene Berard (Woonsocket)
Michael J. Kennedy (Cumberland)
Edmund Roche (Portsmouth)
Sandy Motta (Fall River)
Wayne Whitman (W. Warwick)
Roger Pray (Warren)
Mike Creedon (Cranston)
Ed Proulx (Tiverton)
C. G. Schenck (Newport)
Paula Douglas (Bristol)
(N. KingsCastillo
Dorothy
town)
Richard White (S. Kingstown)

The Rhode Island College Alumni Association is deeply concerned
over the public statement made 'by
the president of the University of
Rhode Island that suggests a merger between the state's two major
public institutions of higher learning.
As the president of an qrganizasome 7,000 ·
tion that represents
individuals - the great percentage
of whom reside in Rhode Island
and are professionally engaged in
the daily pursuits of education any proposal
I would question
that might destroy the wonderful
advances that have been made
over the last decade and which
have earned for the College reas one of the best
cognition
colleges of its kind in this section·
of the country.
The Alumni feel strongly that·
Rhode Island College should retain its indi\!i.dual identity. We
intend to ·observe future develop-.
ments closely and to take appropria te action~ it seems warranted.
Francis M. Burns
_·President
Rhode Island College
Alumni Association
Dear Editor:

I'm sure that all the readers of
the Anchor are familiar with that
famous and familiar quote that
"Curiosity killed the cat." Well,
right now that is my problem.
LETTERS
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Helicon Editor Attempts To
Clarify P'oem Controversy
(Ed. Note: Due to the extremely delicate nature of the conwhether or not an alledgedly "anti-relitrCYIJ8Ttmsurrounding
gious'' poem submitted to the Helicon shoitld be published, the
Anchor feels that the genera! feelings of the Helicon Editor on
the matter merit publication at this time. Oitr publishing the
following statement is not intended to indicate that the Anchor
1tnswervingly endorses or opposes the views of the Helicon Editor
stated below.)

..

*

Many people have asked why the HeHcon has not been
explicit concerning the controversy which arose over the "January issue" of the magazine. In a previous letter to the Anchor
I had stated t'hat the conflict arose over the adviser's censoring
of a poem, and that the editorial board had decided to appeal
his decision. I also mentioned that there would be one Helicon
which would be issued in the Spring. At that time there was
not much more to be explicit about, although I might have
clarified one point.
The Helicon was not published in January because it could
not have been published in January. Students familiar with the
Helicon's situation stated that they would withdraw their works
unless they could be assured the poem in question would not
be excluded from print.
This put me in a very difficult position. It meant that ten
out of twenty pages of the magazine would be deleted. It meant,
that the quality of the magazine would be lowered considerably
since the omission of the ten pages strongly affected the variety
in the magazine. It meant that the Helicon would spend about
$350.00 on a magazine which seemed hardly to be worth it not ·because of the poems in it but because of the material which
was not in it, and because of the value this material added t~·
the magazine as a whole. It seemed more sound and practical to,
print one full issue at the end of the year.
Some people suggested that the editorial board might hav~,
used other manuscripts which were submitted and had not been
originally accepted. This was not feasable for two reasons: (1)
slips of acceptance and of rejection had been sent to all students
who had submitted manuscripts. It would have been poor policy,
after we had rejected a student work, to tell a student we have.,
suddenly decided to' print it. Our motives would have ibeen very
obvious; (2) although some of the manuscripts rejected had
considerable merit they were rejected for good reasons. To decide·
to accept them now simply because we needed manuscripts
seemed to be a pretty poor standard to set for a magazine.
With that point clarified I would like to explain some of
the finer points of this issue, since in any controversy there is
on both sides.
usually a great deal of misrepresentation
By virtue of the Faculty Manual and the statement on
academic freedom which appears both in the Manual and in the
Student Handbook the adviser explicitly has the right to censor
any poem of any nature. ·The statements read:
The Faculty Adviser serves in the role of guide and
consultant to the group. Final approval of the activities
of a group rest with the Adviser.
The College may properly intervene when any student
transgresses tbe bounds of common decency, or activity
Page 6
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Meet the Faculty:

Time
WorksWondersWithSpcJre
Correia
By Lynnann Loveless

I

Dr. Frank B. Correia is also
B. Correia
Frank
Commander
United States Navy (Retired). His'
brilliant naval career would fill a
book and wh_at he has done in his
"spare time" is even more amazing.
In 1944 he was commissioned an
ensign at the United States Naval
Academy, Annapolis. He !had received the late Senator Theodore
Francis Greene's appointment to
the academy. In order to attend
Annapolis, however, he first had
to be granted an honorable discharge from the Army where he
was a platoon sergeant at nineteen.
Prior to this, he had joined the
National Guard at sixteen and had
spent one year at Brown University. It should also be mentioned
that straight "A" report cards
were nothing unusual for Dr. Correia and that he was valedictorian
of his class at Colt High School
in Bristol. It could be said that
he had a brilliant career from the
beginning.
After Dr. Correia left Annapolis
he went to the U. S. Submarine
School in New London. He spent
seven years, 1944-1951, on submarine duty. Two of those years
Japanese
were spent patrolling
waters during World War II. It is
interesting to ·note that, as Dr.
Correia pointed out, without the
submarines in World War II there
wouldn't have been a navy, since
much of the fleet had been destroyed at Pearl Harbor. One of
the submarines that Dr. Correia
had during this tour was a U-25-13,
an ex-German submarine which
took President Truman down 440
feet off the coast of Florida.
From 1951-1954, Dr. Correia had
his first tour of shore duty,
stationed in the navy's Nuclear
Branch in Sandia Bas. Albuquerque, New Mexico. In the nuclear
physics department be became a
qualified nuclear -supervisor for
atomic weapons and may be called
upon at any time to assemble the
nuclear insertions of such weapons.
is an
career
Dr. Correia's

·-

Dr. Frank B. Correia

amazing one. At the same time 1963 he was in the mathematics
that he was in nuclear physics, he department of the U. S. Naval
was earning his master's degree in Academy and associate professor
applied mathematics at the Uni- of mathematics at McCoy College,
versity of New Mexico. He did John Hopkins University. Right,
this in three years durin~ his in his spare time.
Dr. Correia is indeed an amazing
spare time.
He has also logged 116 flight person and he definitely does not
hours on navy blimps which !he waste time, but how he ever found
said operate much like submarines. time to do all that he has done is
He has attended several special unbelievable. He came to Rhode
schools and two atomic weapons Island College in 1963 after his
an
being
Besides
explosions at the Nevada proving retirement.
mathematics
of
professor
associate
grounds.
From 1954-1955 he was Execu- he is also on several campus comthe College
including
tive Officer of the U.S.S. Power mittees
and spent six months in the Medi- Honors Committee and the Athleterranean in the Sixth Fleet. In tic Policy Committee. He lives in
a
1955 he was given command of t'he his native Bristol where he is
ship. From 1955-1957 he was Com- member of the School Committee.
manding Officer of the U.S.S. Van- He has traveled all over the world
divier a brand new ship whose - even to the Black Sea. It would
home base was Newport, which be easier to list the places he has
close to Dr. not been than to list those he has
was conveniently
seen, though I don't think there
Correia's Bristol home.
From 1957-1960 he was assist- are very many places in the world
ant professor of naval science for that he has not visitep. He is a
an NROTC unit at the Univer- remarkable person, quiet and unsity of Colorado where he also assuming, yet ready to help any
wrote a textbook for the navy student who comes to his office
which is now used in all NROTC with "Dr. Correia, I don't underunits. In his spare time he tutored stand this." Well Dr. Correia, I
midshipmen in scientific subjects have a question, "How do you do
in order to help them obtain their it?"
commissions. In the rest of his
spare time he earned his Ph.D. in
It should also be
mathematics.
mentioned that Dr. Correia exceeded the usual language requirements for his doctorate by knowing
five, not two languages. He is
On Tuesday, March 28th, Mr.
ing inequities. Specifically, he felt fluent i.r). French, German, Port- Herman Toro will be featured in
that the problems on hand demand uguese, Spanish, and Italian; he a program of music to be held in
for the Little Theatre at one o'clock.
no less than $75 billion annually was a Portuguese interpreter
if they are to be quelled. This the navy.
is a unique one.
The-program
He served in Argentia, Newhuge figure is roughly comparable
Mr. Toro is to •be accompanied
and
from 1960-1961
to our present annual defense ex- foundland
by Mr. Robert Boberg and Mr.
penditure, which itself comprises from1961-1962 he was a staff Plans Robert Currier, members of the
more than half thG national ibud- Officer in Keflavik, Iceland, where Rhode Island College music deget, and would therefore demand he learned Icelandic in order to partmen.t. Mr. Boberg will accoma large scale revamping of federal answer the admiral's correspon- pany Mr. Toro on the piano
denc<i. While in Iceland he was al- throughout
appropriations.
the performance and
Governmental paternalism iwould so an ai;sistant professor of mathe- Mr. Currier will accompany him
be only a partial answe{ !however. matics for the University of Mary- on the violin for Darius Milhaud's
Just as crucial, in Mr. Bagdikian's land Extension Division - in his "Suite For Violin, Clarinet and
Page 4 spare time, naturally. From 1962- Piano."
BAGDIKIAN
Mr. Toro will play both the
clarinet and the saxophone during
the performance. He will play the
clarinet in "Concertino" by C. M.
Gorman
Anne
Students intending to run for Berger or Mary
von Weber and in "Piece en Forme
any of the following offices of via the Student Center Room
de Habanera" by Maurice Ravel.
the 67-68 Student Senate are 101.
He will switch to the saxophone
Requirements for all offices
"Sinfonia
advised that petitions of 50
for James Eversole's
Saxophone"
or more names are due by include a 2.00 Cumulative InAlto
for
Allegro
(1966).
March 29th at noon. These dex, and only undergraduate
Vice- students of Rhode Island Coloffices are: President,
Both a teacher and a professionPresident, Secretary, Treasurer, lege are eligible. The President
al musician, Mr. Toro teaches
1968
of
Class
the
from
be
.The
must
and four members-at-large
music at Pawtucket West where
petitions may be given to Al or the Class of 1969.
he handles all phases of the music
department.

Mr. Bagdikian Stresses Needed
Change In U.S. Federal Spending
In a lecture on the Rhode Island
College campus last Thursday, Ben
H. Bagdikian, author of ''In the
Midst of Plenty," ventured that
a marked realignment of federal
spending is imperative if significant inroads are to be made in this
country's War on Poverty. The
lecture, entitled "Poverty in the
Afflt,ient Society," featured a disapproving estimate of our much
publicized anti-poverty. programs,
and stressed the need for a wideof
spread ·change in attitude
affluent Americans toward poverty
if those programs are to be significantly improved.
While the average citizen may
that
be under the impression
sprawling institutions such as the
Office of Economic Opportunity
are on the verge of curbing poverty, Mr. Bagdikian emphasized that
the poor are still
in actuality
"living in a subterranean society,
virtually untouched by legislation."
The speaker said that federal
programs have, in the final analysis, only slightly alleviated the

problems which are constant companion of poverty-stricken Americans, and he reinforced this assertion with a virtual barrage --of
Government sponsored
statistics.
construction of low rent housing
units is one example, since in the
long run the building or residential
structures, highways, office !buildings, etc. actually have lowered the
total number of low costs dwellings available to the poor by some
315,000 units in the past five years.
Such developments prompted Mr.
Bagdikian to comment, "Let's not
kid ourselves on who is winning
and losing in urban renewal."
Similarly, racial integration in
supposedly in
public schools the process of accomplishment due
to the Elementa,cy and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 and like
is a reality for
predecessors only one of twenty Negro children
in this country.
,Mr. Bagdik1an thus ventured
that billions of dollars more in
government expenditures will be
necessary to overcome these glar-

Student Senate Notice

& Piano
et
,
ViolanClarin
Prog,ram
e
InUniquMusic
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Page Four

Letters
(Continued

from Page 2)

There are two objects/ of art
in the lobby of Roberts Hall. One
looks like a madonna and the
other of colored glass is to be
described as a "thing."
Could you enlighten me, as to
what these two objects are and
whom their creators are?
Sincerely,
Deborah L. Durham

(The madonna-li.ke object to
which you refer was a prop for
the 1964 Rhode Island College
production, "Summer and Smoke."
It was sculptured by Mr. Angelo
Rosati of the Rhode Island College
Department.
Mr. Rosati was also associated
with the creation of the colored
glass configuration which was the
result of the efforts of a group
project under his direction over
six years ago. - Ed.)

Bagd1·k1·an
(Continued

from Page 3)

estimation, is the need for the
poor to attack their oppressive
state of being through their own
initiative, to realize that "until
they become radical in relation to
their environment, they are doomed
to remain in that environment."
In a nation which has seen the
steady growth of socially oriented
middle class organizations ranging

:fJ;ight

You

could
see them on the
streets of New York.
· Men, women-even
children.
It was the height of fashion in
the garment industry in those
days to carry home huge. bundles·
of work.
And that was after a full day
of work!
A day off? There was no such
thing. At that time.
Work pursued employees
around the clock-at home or

from PTA's to professional societies, "the poor have remained the
great dead spot in the American
process of complaint and reform."
Unless they become more selfasserting, their condition does not
figure to improve.
of
Neither has the attitude
helped the
Americans
affluent
plight of the poor, !Mr. Bagdikian
commented. Too many Americans
still hold to the long ago 01,1tdated
dictum that "the poor are by some

biblical injunction blessed, wise,
and ambitious." Quite to the contrary, p_overty in -today's technological world breeds only spiritual
decay, and serves not as a spur
but as a crippling handicap. Poverty thus must not be accepted as
some immuta-ble law of nature, but
rather should be seen as a destructive social eyesore that demands firm and prompt retaliation from a society that has too
long looked the other way.

of :/hshion.

in the shop.
Happily, times have changed.
Garment workers
can now enJoy
their homes, paid
holidavs and vacations, their
families and friends.
Seems like a million years ago
-the era of the seven~day week
·and the $5 weekly paycheck.
Today, we 450,000 members'
ofus
of the ILGWU-80%
achieved security,
women-have
fair wages, decent working
conditions, the dignity of a voice
in our conditions,of employment
and a position of respect in our
communities.
This progress has helped
raise standards of working and
living throughout the entire
community as well as the
nation itself.

The ILGWU label, sewn into
ladies' and children's garments,
is our signature. Look for it
the next time you shop.
It is your guarantee that the
clothing you buy was made by ·
skilled craftsmen in a shop
reflecting the best American
standards and traditions.
You are invited to send for a
handsome, 64-page brochure in
which the exciting history of_
American labor is told by means
of scores of rare photographs.
Examine your wardrobe, just
· find an
ILGWU label,
snip it and
send it to:
Radio City
Station,
Box 583,
New York,
N.Y. 100'19, Dept. H-17
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Communication and
The Curriculum

STUDENT

TEACIDNG

Lists of all students who have applied for student teaching
are posted in the Student Center and outside Clarke-Science
101-2. If your name does not appear on that list, you will not be
considered an applicant for student teaching this coming semester. The final deadline for the filing of applications available in
th Office of Student Teaching (CSB 101-2) is Monday, March 27,
at 4 p.m. No applicants will be accepted after that d'3,te!
Any student whose ·name appears on the_ lists lbut who does
not now intend to do student teaching this spring should notify
the Office of Student Teaching of this fact immediately.
Eleanor M. McMahon
Coordinator of Student 'I1eaching

PLACEMENT

SERVICE

All seniors who have accepted positions 'should notify the
Placement Office. It is important that our files of students
available for employment be accurate.
Dorothy Zimmering
Placement Counselor

PRE-REGISTRATION

The following procedures will be employed to facilitate the
for the Academic Year 1967-68:
student Pre-registration
I. April 10 - Master Schedules for 1967-68, Schedule Work
will be available
Sheets and Instructions for Pre-registration
to all students. These will be at the Mail Desk in the Student
center Lounge.
II. April 10 - All students scheduled to Pre-register on April
17, i.e. - Students in the Class of 1968, Class of 1969, and
those classified as being in the 5th and 7th semesters will pick
up two (2) Registrar's Cards, one for each semester.
m, April 18 - Students of the Class of 1970 and those classified at present as 3rd semester, will pick up two (2) Registrar's Cards at the Student Mail Desk, one for each semester.
Schedule for Pre-registration
April 17 - 1:00 P.M. to 4:00 P.M. -

IV.

in the
All Students
Class of 1968 and 7th semester students.
4:00 P.M. to 6:00 P.M. - Students in the Class·
of 1969 - "A" Division.
7:00 ·P.M. to 9:00 P.M. - Students in the Class
of 1969 - "B" Division, 5th semester students
and Liberal Arts.
April 24 - 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 A.M. - Students in the Class
of 1970, Division "A", and 3rd semester students.
10:00 A.M. to 12:00 Noon - Class of 1970 Division "B", and Liberal Arts.
V. Classes will not ·be scheduled on April 17 and April 24 during
hours, except the 4:15 P.M.
these designated Pre-registration
and 7:15 P.M. classes.
VI. Students are asked to consult with their Faculty Advisers
dates to plan their programs and
prior to their Pre-registration
Cards. The
to complete their schedules on the Registrar's
The Faculty Advisers should then affix their signatures on the
completed schedule cards (Registrar's Cards).
VII. All newly admitted Transfer or Re-admitted students will
have been placed in their appropriate semester classification
by the Registrar. The semester classification will be posted
This information should be check.:
prior to the Pre-registration.
ed so that such students will know the proper time and day
to pre-register.
VIII. All Faculty Advisers shall be available in designated
for any further con◄
locations on the date of Pre-registration
sultation by advisees.
Frieda B. Hohenemser
Academic Scheduling Officer
Dorothy R. Mierzwa
Dean of Students

MIXER
ALL C'O·LLEGE
IN PERSON
GARY U. S. BONDS
and
BERNIE AND THE CAVALIERS

PALLADIUMBALLROOM,ROCKY POINT PARK
Sponsored by Roger Williams Junior College
MARCH 31, 8:00 P.M.

Donation $1.50

Tel. 421-2283

Gold Key Service Organization To
Become Part of R. I. C. Scene

A student service group to be approved by Dr. Willard on reconiof Dr. Lawrence M.
"A New Understanding of Man known as "The Gold Key Society" mendation
- With Implications for Curricu- will be formed at Rhode Island Stratton, dean of administration.
Dr. Dean Stratton headed a group of
lum Innovations" will be the sub- College,
President
Acting
formulated
who
ject of two different lectures to Charles B. Willard announced to- administrators
' plans for the society
be given on Wednesday, April 12, day.
Symbolic keys will be presented
1967 at Rhode Island College. The
Membership will be limited to
4 p.m. session will be in Amos 30 men and women students with Gold Key participants after a year
Hall, Clark Science Building, and records of prior service to the col- of service.
the 8 p.m. session will be in Mann lege and a cumulative academic
Applications are available at the
Both lectures index of 2.2 (equivalent to a B- office of the dean of students, and
Hall Auditorium.
are co-sponsored by Rhode Island average). Gold Key students will candidates will be given formal inCollege, the Rhode Island Art serve as representatives of the col- terviews before acceptance. InitialTeachers Association, and the New lege in various capacities, includ- ly, about 20 per cent of the memEngland Craft Council.
ing the hosting of visitors to the bers will be juniors, 40 per cent sophomores, and 40 per cent freshThe program will include con- campus.
siderations of both verbal and nonEstablishment of the society was men.
verbal fields of communication.
Both lectures will be delivered by
Dr. Mary C. Richards, author of
the work "Centering." Included in
CHRISTIAN
The AN CHOR
the topics for discussion will be
will have several
_concepts of movement as a means
FELLOWSHIP
and
images
of communication,
Mrs. Martha Ballinger of the students from the ·Massachusetts
will be the Institute
sources of dance, sensory aware- English Department
of Technology present
ness, storytelling and singing, how speaker at the Faculty Colloquium for a luncheon on March 28, 1967
to make a play, written works, to be held on Thursday, March 23. at 12 noon in the Little Dining
color, The title which Mrs. Ballinger has Room of the Donovan Dining Censpeech sounds, eurythmy,
form, words, and movement, all chosen is "The Puppet's Progress:
ter. All students who have either a
within Carlo Collodi Considered." It will major or a minor in any of the
sources of communication
the human •being. Dr. Richards be a short biography of Mr. Collo- sciences are -invited to this lunchhas previously conducted a pro- di and a literary criticism of his eon. The topic to be discussed is
To- Italian classic Pinocchio.
"Cross-Over
gram entitled
"Science and Faith."
ward A New View of Language The speech will center around
Verbal and Non-Verbal,'' at Pen- the discussion of Pinocchio's place
ALPHA OMEGA is sponsoring
land School, North Carolina.
in history and, more important, its
third annual Easter Sunrise
its
at
A.B.
her
Mrs.
Dr. Richards earned
place in Italian literature.
on March 26, 1967 at 6 :00
Service
Reed College, and her M.A. and Ballinger will explain the various
A.M. on the lawn in front of RoPh.D. at the University of Cali- symbolic devices used in Pinocchio
bert's Hall. The speaker will be
fornia, where she began her teach- and the manner in which Mr. ColFred Mulder, graduate stuing career. She has also taught at lodi used thes"e devices to charm Mr.
in philosophy at Brown Unithe University of Chicago, Black the hearts of many children and dent
versity.
and City College of adults over the years
Mountain,
The entire College community is
New York Her poems have apThe colloquium will be in the
peared in magazines and a hand Alumni Lounge in Roberts Hall at invited to participate in this worship service.
set collection. She has also trans- one o'clock.
lated works by Artaud, Satie and
Cocteau, and has dabbled in pottery.

Speaks
Mrs.Ballinger
History
On Pinocchio's

Club News

Helicon

MathClub
Elementa.ry
r BtU.
OHersSpeakefr.om
Teachers' MaThe Elementary
thematics Club will sponsor a lecture on the "Objectives of Contemporary Mathematics Programs for
the Elementary School,'' on Monday, March 27, at 7 :00 · p.m., in
Mann Auditorium, by Dr. J. Fred
Weaver of Boston University.
Dr. Weaver is presently profesEducation at
sor of Mathematics
Boston University and has written
extensively in that field. He received his B.S. and M.S. from
Bucknell University and his Ed.D.
from Johns Hopkins University in
1952. His teaching career has included Maryland State Teachers
College at Tower, Boston University, and a stint in the public
schools of Lemoyne, Pa.
He has served as assistant editor
of the Arithmetic Teacher, and has
contributed to the American Mathetical Monthly and School Science and Mathematics.

His professional affiliations, in
addition to the SMSG and the Naof
tional Council of Teachers
include the MAA,
Mathematics,
ReEducational
the American
search Association of America, and
Phi Delta Kappa. He is listed in
Who's Who in America.

A reception and Coffee Hour will
follow the presentation.

EMPORIUM INDIA EXPANSION SALE
Discounts up to 20o/o
287 Thayer St., Providence
2nd Floor
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Open 10 A.M.-9 P.M.
Except Sundays

(Continued from Page 3)

the bounds of common
violates the law, transgresses
decency, or of the intellectual integrity of the academic
oommunity.
The adviser Jo the Helicon says the poem is neither libelous
the laws of common deor obscene but that it "transgresses
cency." Although the cause lends itself to nwnerous interpretations in sundry situations, the Faculty Manual does say that
the adviser has the right to interpret policy as it is stated in
the Faculty Manual and Student Handbook.
There exists on campus a Student Committee for Academic
af the student body,
Freedom. It is composed of representatives
faculty, and administration. The function of the Committee is to
represent students on issues involving academic freedom. The
Committee has no power to make decisions. It may merely make
to the President concerning matters of acarecommendations
demic freedom.
On March 30th, the Committee will meet to discuss the
function of the advisers. The Helicon feels there is great value
in having an adviser who serves ·in the "advising" capacity.
However, we do not feel that an adviser should have the right
to make student decisions. Certainly the College has a responsibility and a right to protect its reputation, and one function of
the adviser is to represent the College in this capacity. It would
seem in matters involving student freedom, however, that the
adviser should not have the right to censor student expressions
unless it is answerable to state or national law.
Consider the policy that pertains to speakers on campus :
Students and faculty may freely select the persons they
wish to invite to the campus as guest speakers. There
shall be no restrictions to control views expressed by
speakers other than those imposed by state and national
Obviously an invitation to a speaker does not
law ...
imply approval of sponsorship of his view by the College
nor necessarily by the organization or person inviting
him. Both students and faculty possess the same rights
as other citizens to hear different points of view and
to draw their own conlusions.

We also see in the student handbook that within certain
the bounds of common
("transgresses
"necessary limitations,"
decency" is a necessary limitation), that:
student expression should be. given the widest
possible freedom and should not be censored or restrained
on the ground that it is distasteful or embarrasing to
to public relations?
those in authority or detrimental
Whatever the result of this controversy the conflict will
have answered one question: Is the policy at Rhode Island College to make "students safe for ideas or ideas safe for studentsr
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Baseball Team Opens At'
Wrestlers Finish At 9-1, Prove
St. John's On April 3
Most Successful Team On Campus

The upcoming months of A'.pril LaSalle of Philadelp'hia (April 5).
The team will not play its first
and May will mark by far the
busiest portion of the Rhode Is- home game until April 12, but
calendar. those individuals who would like
land College athletics
Beginning in early April when a glimpse of the team's relative
baseball strengths and weaknesses prior to
Coach Donald Puretz's
team opens its campaign with a that date are urged to read the
three game road trip to New York preview of the Anchormen baseball
and Philadelphia, no fewer than squad in next week's Anchor.
four few spring sports will vie for 1 --------------INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
the attention of the Rhode Island
Final Results before Playoffs March 16, 1967
College community. By mid-April Tuesday LeaguW L Thursday LeaguW L
the track, tennis, and golf teams
6 0
5 1 Supremes
Tigers
4 2
will also have ,begun their seasons. Zeta
5 1 Push Overs
4 2
5 1 Poor Sports
Suts Team
3 3
Both crowded and impressive is Bombers
3 3 Shops
2 4
2 4 Old Timers
Beano
the schedule of the college's base- Lema
1 5
1 5 Bruisers
"A" Ttble
1 5
0 6 Kappa
ball team. The Anchormen nine Alpha
will play 26 games between April Tuesday LeagueHigh Scorers
Thursday League
GPA
GPA
3 and May 15, a task made even
5 103 20.6
6 128 23.0 Baird
Marzelli
more difficullt by meetings with Welezko
6 111 18.5
5 68 13.6 Besachio
6 79 13.1
Cabral
12.3
74
5
Laurence
St.
as
outfits
.
such reputa:ble
5 59 11.6
DeThomas 5 67 13.4 Michlous
and
3)
(April
John of New York
LaRochell 6 55 9.1 Lehnihan 6 65 10.8

By Bernie Dulude
In the recent annuals of Rhode
Island College athletics, the exploits of the basketball team have
overshadowed those of the wrestling team. Due to the fact that
their seasons run concurrently,
and since R.I.C. is primarily a
oriented college, the
basketball
sufwrestlers have unfortunately
fered from a lack of recognition.
is proThe word "unfortunately"
perly inserted since the A11chomen
is the most
squad
wrestling
successful team at the college.
Having finished the season with
More than proficient members of the 1966-67 Rhode Island College
a 9-1 record, the grapplers, under
Wrestling Team are, lmeeling (I. to r.) Tom Carney, Bob Atkinson,
John
Coach
of
the mentorship
Ed Gomes, Mike Nerney and Robbie Haigh.
Manny Vinhateiro,
any
outdistanced
Kelley, have far
Coach John Kelly, John Parker; Jeff McCrave,
are
tor.)
(l.
Standing
on
of the other athletic teams
Bernie Dulude and Manager Mark Vagas.
Bad,vay,
Jon
DiPippo,
Tom
campus in terms of winning per-------------------------------------perennial------their
chormen defeated
centage so far this year.
If tribute is due to anyone for nemesis the Coast Guard Academy From The Sports Desk:
this accomplishment, the first in Junior Varsity, as well as the
of TechInstitute
line must be Coach Kelly, who be- Massachusetts
sides being an excellent coach for nology JV's. The Brown Junior
the past four years, is also a fine Varsity, in their first encounter
human being - one for whom the with the R.I.C. squad, were handwould gladly expend ed a defeat by the score of 20-17.
wrestlers
He has co~ented
themselves.
Coach Kelly's charges also beat
that he was thoroughly pleased such teams as Holy Cross, Emerstudies have not as yet borne out
Statistical
with the performance of the team, son, and Central Connecticut by
and that, although it lacked depth, margins ranging from thirteen to the possibility, but it would not at all be surprising
Amerithe members pulled together and thirty points. The only blemish on if each year a relatively high percentage of
always managed to have a wrestler the squad's record was the matc'h can husbands were sued for divorce in the weeks
fill an open slot in any weight with the University of Bridgeport, immediately following January 1. For it is during
must
class.
that bout being lost by a score of this period that millions of American wives
ask the question, "To· whom is Clarence married,
It is unfortunate for the wrest- 14-21.
Outstan·ding in the team's suc- me or that blasted television set?"
ling team that Mr. Kelly has deTheir complaints stem from the unfortunate
this past season were its
cess
leave
and
stakes
up
pull
to
cided
Year's Day tendency of male spouses throughNew
Nerney
Mike
senior
Henry
co-captains,
the
at
position
his teaching
country to completely neglect -all that
the
out
Atkinson.
Bob
sophomore
his
and
School. Receiving
Barnard
nearest and dearest to them in favor
be
should
two
wins,
six
was
record
master's degree in June, he will Nerney's
gain and
losses and a tie, and he scored of the various collegiate_ bowl games that
pursue a career in mathematics.
the six keep their unswerving attention for up to eight
His absence will add to the already four pins in obtaining
'
gaping hole in the Rhode Island nods. Atkinson had a 9-1 record, full hours.
In recent years the tottering marriages have
College coaching staff. At is stands, also achieving four pins along
there are no permanent appoint- the way. Manny Vinhateiro, who seemed most on the verge of crumbling during the
along with Atkinson will 'be a co- 4 :00-6 :30 time slot in which the Rose Bowl appears.
cross-country,
the
for
ments
tennis, and golf teams, these ab- captain next, year, also was a, Indeed, the house could have burned down during
game of 1967 or the :[14:ichigan
senses being due to the passing of standout this season. In the 123 the Purdue-USC
Professor Robert L. Brown and lb. class•, 'Manny recorded a 9-1 State-UCLA game of 1966 and Clarence might not
the sabbatical leave of absence of record and got three pins in so even have noticed. Both of those contests were
thrilling one point decisions which left both the
Professor Paul Anghinetti. No re- doing.
Other standouts were Ed Gomes winner and loser on the brink of exhaustion at the
placements for these, as well as
for Mr. Kelly's position, have been and Jon Badway. Gomes, an. All- finish.
named although several have been New England c'hoice during ·lhis
ONE DAY IN THE SUN schoolboy days, was the only R.I.C.
considered.
Back in 1962, the Rose Bowl was not expected
The matmen had ten meets of wrestler to go the distan,ce unde- to be so frantically competitive. Southern Cal, due
their schedule this past season, feated, his record being 9-0 as he primarily to the Pete Beathard to Hal Bedsole
and with nine matches per meet did not wrestle in one match. In passing combination, was unbeaten in ten games
the 177 lb. division, Badway, who
thus had ninety matches. Subtracta sure bet to trounce Milt
and was practically
ing two where no contests were did his high school wrestling at Bruhn's University .of Wisconsin eleven. Yet, at
wins
seven
had
Academy,
held, the team won 46, received 6 LaSalle
least for those of us who prefer to see offensive
forefeits, lost 34 and tied two. Of and three losses, and recorded four football; the 1962 Rose Bowl was every bit as
the
of
the 46 earned victories, there were pins during the course
dramatic as its more recent editions. The' Trojans
26 pins scored, giving the team season.
eventually did win - the score was an eye-catching
Not being hard hit by graduawell over a 50% average, an im- but not before a Wisconsin quarterback
42-37
pressive one for any team. The tion, as only Mike Nerney will ibe named Roger Vanderkelen riddled their previously
squad's total points came to 226 donning cap and gown, and with stalwart defenses with four touchdown passes. Even
as opposed to the 133 of its com- some added talent expected from Beathard, who similarly destroyed Wisconsin's secbined opposition. To nearly double the freshman ranks next Septem- ondary, had to take a back seat to the effort which
collective point ber, the Rhode Island College
your qpponent's
Vanderkelen put forth on this occasion.
wrestling team should perform at
total is also quite an honor.
For the past four years, however, Roger Vango
not
On an individual ,basis, the mat- least as well next year, if
has rotted away on the Minnesota Viking
men emer,ged victorious over some completely un~efeated and bring derkelen
to many highly successful colformida:ble adversaries. The An- new honors to itself and the school. bench. As happens
he has lived in the obscurity;
lege quarterbacks,
delving shadow of a more experienced signal-caller
- in his case, Fran Tarkenton. The Vikings nevertheless have always felt that t)1ere is not much
and Vanderkelen,
to choose between Tarkenton
and therefore last week traded Tarkenton to the
New York Giants in exchange for two of the Giants'
very highest draft choices.

Vanderkelen Stands -to Gain Most
From Deluge of NFL Trades

Lowest Price on Gas

VinnieDuva'sEssoStation
T
435 MOUNT PLEASANAVl!NUE

ESSO EXTRA -31.9
ESSO REGULAR 27.9

1

him to be at least the equal of pro football's more
(e g., Gary Cuozzo
publicized reserve quarterbacks
and Daryl Lamonica), with the result that Tarkenton may be more quickly forgotten by the Minnesota fans than one might think.
led
of Tarkenton
the departure
· Moreover,
directly or indirectly to the Vikings obtaining in
last week's combined NFL-AFL draft three of the
most sought after collegians in the country. They
used one of the draft choices secured front the
Giants and one of their own to grab two Michigan
State stars, Clint Jones and Gene Washington, both
of whom seem assured of eventual if not immediate
stardom. Then they dealt Tonm1y Mason - suddenly expendable in view of Jones' presence - and Hal
Bedsole to the Los Angeles Rams for Marlin McKeever and another pretty sturdy yowig stud,
Notre Dame's Allen Page. All in all, a Vi.ki}1g
resurgence from the disappointing 4-9-1 record of
1966 seems very much in the offing.
Most of the other NFL clubs did not fare nearlY;
so well at the bargaining ta:ble. The Giants, for
inst:mce, obviously came out on the short end of
the Tarkenton deal. The league's most renowned
scrambler probably will reduce the margins by
whicn the Giants get shellacked in 1967, but what.
significant difference is there between 52-7 and
52-21?
The San Francisco 49'ers also were duped. They
let valor be the better part of discretion by trading
three established starters for the draft rights to
Heisman Trophy winner Steve Spurrier, a move
which leaves Frisco with three excellent quarterbacks, but which discounts the fact that only one
of them can play at a time. Unless Spurrier, John
Brodie or George Mira can be traded, the 49'ers
will soon present history's most glaring and perhaps
most cbstly example of duplicated effort.

AFL STANDS PAT
rate at
Curiously enough, the unprecedented
- which NFL clubs were shuffling bodies back and
forth seemed to rub off not at all on the AFL.
Only one really newsworthy trade occurred in the
younger league, that being the bilaterally conservative deal which sent Oakland's Tom Flores and
Art Powell to Buffalo for Lamonica, Glenn Bass
and two unspecified but probably low draft choices.
to
the AFL clubs were content
Otherwise,
stand pat, which was just as ,well since must of
the pro football teams w'ho did trade last week
came out on the short end of the stick. The notabl~
exception to this general rule was, of course, the
Vikings, who gained the services of three potentially
by judiciously dispensing
performers
outstanding
some of their dispensable veterans.
CAN TARKENTON PLAY DEFENSE?
Chances are, however, that neither Jones nor
The Tarkenton for Giants Company Store swap
Washington nor Page will be the largest asset
the best trade the Vikings have ever negotiated in
garnered. by the recent maneuverings of the Viking
their six year existence, and made them the most
. front office. Rather, the soon to be unveiled talents
obvious beneficiary of the slew of NFL dealing
of Roger Vanderkelen figure to be the most profitthat went on last week. First of all, in the brief
ab~e by pr?duct of the Vikings' dickerings. Everyappearances that Vanderkelen has -made during his
thing considered, wives of Minnesota football fans
four year apprenticeship, he has shown himself to
had better prepare themselves for some cold and
be little more impressed by opposing defenses than
lonely Sunday afternoons come next September.
he was by USC's back in 1962. Events should prove

